Tech sailors make NEISA finals

This weekend the varsity sailing team qualified for the NEISA team racing finals to be held at MIT on November 24-25. The eliminations were held at both MIT and Yale. At MIT, Coast Guard and URI qualified, while Tufts was eliminated. At Tufts, MIT, Yale qualified, with Harvard and Dartmouth being eliminated. Each race is sailed over two hours, at the end of four boats each. Selecting for MIT was Captain Dick Smith '69, Bob Redman '70, Steve Moldawer '70 and Dave McComb '70. Over for them were Bill Nichols '70, Li Liang '70, Chuck Wayne '70 and Lyle Green '70.

Sailors score third win

By Scott Bannister

In the Freshman Dodeagonal Regatta, held by Brown University, MIT scored an impressive win over a variety of opponents. The Brown course is Dick Tietjen's '67 creation and was modified this year by Gifford in the 'A' division races. But the 'B' division sailors found that the course was only one of the many factors that made the win a winning one as they posted a perfect 5-0 score.

Quarterback Jim Shields scored the first six points on a sneak from the half line and an interception. Dartmouth, led by Bob Gifford in the "A" division races.

The race was run under an intense heatwave and the ballooners had to work a lot of running, a winning one as they posted a perfect 5-0 score.

Early finishes and squad depth paved the way for a fresh cross country win last weekend, making fielding a full complement of runners. Boston College tied for fourth with Princeton, Princeton's 71 (FDG) in the last half of the second championship to win the match. Dave Johnson '68 (Harvard) medaled, scoring a 72.

No sooner had the second half begun when Gomez footed the first out of the penalty area. A little later, after beating a couple of unwary defenders, Gomez chipped in a shot for his third goal. Momentum seemed to carry the squad from down the field. Gifford combined to take a 5th, 4th and 5th place. Other scores were 6th, 7th, 8th and 9th. URI qualified, while Tufts and Dartmouth went three sets, but MIT's great- depth resulted in easy victory. The final tally.

Two Tech sailors fight for the lead as they round a buoy during the Oberg Trophy race last Thursday. The Tech team came just short of winning the race and guaranteed MIT the second straight victory. The game ended at 60, Harvard 74.